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ABSTRACT
The problem of carbon dioxide accumulation in the atmosphere is closely related to the biological carbon cycle processes insufficiently studied from the global viewpoint. Based on data obtained from the literature on net primary production (NPP) and soil respiration (SR) of world ecosystems, a quantitative analysis of the relationship between these
basic parameters of the production/destruction phase of the carbon cycle is offered in this paper. A direct correspondence (equality in carbon equivalent) is shown between the organic matter being generated (NPP) and the carbon dioxide release from soil into the air (SR). The established relationship is of fundamental nature because it shows a new
aspect of the planet-scale mechanism.
Keywords: Biosphere; Biological Turnover; Carbon Balance; Dynamic Equilibration; Plant Productivity; Soil
Respiration

1. Introduction
Global ecological problems related to changes in climate
and environment, become a present-day reality. The global carbon cycle that joints the atmosphere, ocean and
terrestrial ecosystems into an integrated whole has a paramount importance for biota and man. The cyclicality of
exchange processes in biosphere results from activity of
living organisms that populate our planet. The continuity
of life implemented through reproduction and self-renewal, and the “pressure of living matter” in the environment both support a stable dynamic equilibrium of the
global system.
The biological (biotical) cycle as a manifestation of
the general regularity of interaction between living and
inert matter in the limited space of biosphere is implemented through a multitude of chemical and biochemical
reactions as well as physical and physicochemical processes. A special part in this aggregate is played by such
processes as new organic matter generation by primary
producers, synthesis of structural biomass and decomposition (destruction, mineralization) of organic matter down
to primary components. However acute the problem
seems to be, the mechanism of carbon cycle functioning
is far from being sufficiently studied on the planet scale.
A number of issues regarding sources and sinks, controlling factors, or dynamic characteristics of basic carbon
flows still remains unclear. Additionally, debates about
reason of the global warming and accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere last.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

The anthropogenic factor-the growth of population and
industrial production that results in the increasing burden
on natural resources of biosphere-may well be a triggering mechanism for structural and functional changes on
the global scale. In view of the urgency and actuality of
the problem, the tasks of collecting and promptly processing data about conditions in which the atmosphere,
ocean, land, and aquatic/terrestrial ecosystems exist in
different parts of the world become those of primary importance [1]. The formation of open databases would
allow the efficient use of the intellectual potential of different scientific associations and research groups.

2. Basic Analysis of Data
The net primary production and the annual (total) emission of СО2 are basic indicators describing the rate of
generation and decomposition of organic matter in the
biosphere. So far, it is not enough fundamental knowledge in understanding the processes of the global carbon
cycle, but simulation models associate with climatic parameter, reflect only importance of the feedbacks, but not
terminated picture [2]. Therefore collection and processing primary experimental data, including statistical methods and modeling, is an important stage in decision of
the global problem. Table 1 shows some available in
scientific literature global annual estimations to net primary production and soil respiration.
The data spread is considerable to use them in censorious balancing calculation. Global net simulation models
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taking into account different feedbacks between vegetation, climatic and ecological factors, also give very broad
range of the NPP values: 43 - 79 Pg C·yr–1 [3-5]. The
study of global carbon cycle is allied to difficulty of the
reception of representative data sets. High-quality data
sets based upon field observations of net primary productivity (NPP) are important to calibrate, parameterize, and
evaluate terrestrial biosphere models [6]. Therefore, the
collection and processing of primary experimental data
including statistical methods and simulation would be an
important step in solving a global problem.
The objective of our report is to show a quantitative
relationship between the above indicators using accessible data sets in literature sources [12,20]. Special features
and regularities of soil respiration function distribution in
geographical space have been studied by the author earlier [21].
Figure 1 shows the distribution of net primary production and soil respiration relative to geographic latitude
(based on data from the literature). The regularity found
Table 1. Global NPP and SR estimates from literature sources, in Pg C yr–1.
Net Primary Production [Ref.]

Soil Respiration [Ref.]

50 - 60 [7-10]

63 - 68 [7,10,12]

77 [13,14]

70 - 75 [14,15]

85 - 95 [16,17]

77 - 80 [18,19]

50 [11]

by many researchers in distribution of the flow of solar
energy coming to the earth surface from an external
source and the respective latitudinal zoning of basic vegetation types are an important reason to search global
ecological interrelations in biosphere. The second coordinate (longitude) is less important. Generally, its influence accounts for water supply of habitats and is indirectly manifested in the variety of ecosystems within
each large biome and in the variation range of production/destruction phase parameters.
To make the presentation and processing of the material more convenient, initial sets of data were subdivided
into intervals with a step of one degree in latitude. Maximum, minimum and mean values of indicators (NPP, SR)
were found within each interval. The relationship between the characteristics being studied and the geographical latitude was then approximated as a quadratic parabola. The relationship between the primary production
NPP and the soil respiration SR was assessed using a
parameter ξ calculated with a one degree step as well for
the whole range of available data:

  YSR YNPP 

 0.1609x
 0.1374x

2

2


 1.4911x  907.19 
 2.2771x  984.5

where YSR and YNPP are functions of soil respiration and
primary production, respectively. The carbon content in
dry organic matter of NPP was supposed to be 45%.
Values obtained for the relationship being studied
proved to be close to unity: ξ = 1.00 ± 0.08 (Ā ± σ). In
consideration of the presentability of the primary data
sampling that covered different parts of earth and a great
variety of studied ecosystems, the equality of NPP and
SR, i.e. basic parameters of biological carbon cycle on
the global scale, could be assumed as an established fact.
J. W. Earlier Raich and W. H. Schlesinger [12] have
found the linear dependence between soil respiration and
net primary production of nine bioms of the world as SR
= 1.24 (NPP) + 24.5 [g·C/m2/yr]. This correlation does
not conflict the result presented now, since it pointed out
only a particular factor to spatial organization of the carbon cycle in biosphere.

3. Discussion

Figure 1. Geographical distribution and interpolation functions of NPP and SR indexes.
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

The problem of carbon dioxide accumulation in the atmosphere is directly related to the global carbon cycle
functioning and the anthropogenic activity. Our studies
allowed us to found the relationship between primary
production and CO2 emission from soil that was important for understanding the current state of biosphere. Established as a result of a long-time process of forming
structural and functional relations in biosphere, the
equivalent relationship between NPP and SR may be
viewed as an important criterion showing that the global
LCE
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system achieves a dynamic equilibrium (see Figure 2
and explanations in the text).
According to the current theory, the relationship between gross production and total respiration, P/R, approaches unity in the course of ecosystem development
[22-24]. Hence, it is supposed that in mature communities the gross production is fully used for the energy exchange between components of the system and that the
biomass buildup is actually equal to naught. It could be
assumed that the present-day biosphere has already
reached the state of dynamic equilibrium in its development. Nevertheless, it seems impossible to use the P/R
ratio directly for the biosphere in general because of poor
accuracy of estimates for total assimilation and respiration costs.
The man (or society) acts as a heterotrophic component in the global system (Figure 2). The nature of future
relationship between the heterotrophic and autotrophic
components, that is, between Man and Nature, will determine the fate of the earth population. That is why it is
necessary to adopt a set of measures for preservation of
the environment.
Thus, we currently have the only experimentally tested
criterion of dynamic equilibrium in biosphere, NPP ≈ SR.
At the present time, the impact of anthropogenic components on biosphere processes grows rather quickly. Assuming that the changed relationship between the autotrophic (nature) and the heterotrophic (society) components have no impact on the basic mechanism responsible for establishment of a dynamic equilibrium, it can be
said that the new stable level should be determined by a
relationship NPP ≈ SR + Eh. Here, Eh is used to designate
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the anthropogenic emission related to industrial production and activities of the man himself, whereas NPP and
SR represent total values of net primary production and
soil respiration, respectively, of natural, technogenic and
agricultural ecosystems. If the nature of each component
in this expression is taken into account, the dynamics of
the global system could be forecasted with a higher degree of confidence.
Probably, existing picture about the main carbon
sources and sinks without knowledge of mechanisms and
factors, adjusting their relations in biosphere, is insufficient for explanation of the dynamic nature of the global
phenomena [25]. For this score, NEP-concept of the carbon balancing [26] that postulate the sequestration or net
ecosystem production (NEP) as NPP minus heterotrophic
respiration Rh cannot be useful on global scale. An accounting of carbon flows differed from photosynthetic
fixation and ecosystem respiration (net ecosystem carbon
balance, NECB) [27], also leaves the researcher within
the framework of existing paradigm of the carbon balancing. Received here results give us the strong footing
to evolve the new global structure and functional organization model of carbon cycling in biosphere on the principal of self-regulation and self-organizing in consent
with Lovelock’s hypothesis of enormous planetary organism, adjusting environment for optimum development
of the life [28].

4. Conclusion
The analysis described above allowed that an important
relationship between the net primary production and the
soil respiration of terrestrial ecosystems could be found.
Being a one of fundamental nature, this relationship
could be viewed as the basic criterion showing the establishment of a dynamic equilibrium in the biosphere. At
the same time, this provides a reason for investigating
biological carbon cycle processes on the global scale in
more detail. The established regularity offers a new
viewpoint from which the driving mechanism for tremendous masses of carbon on the earth can be studied.
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